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Letsmakeascene - Its Your Turn Make A Move Kid
Misc Unsigned Bands

Tuning: Standard for Guitar 1 & Guitar 2

Intro: (plucking, Guitar 1 only)
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Verse 1: 
(Guitar 1 repeat pluck throughout Verse 1)

Fingers trapped at their sides
Let them play something
Let them loose
Voices locked up inside
Let them sing something 
Give  em something to do
And...

Chorus 1: 
(Guitar 1 continue intro pluck)
(Guitar 2 strums chords)
G
Could we lose ourselves in a song?
Gaug
Could we lose ourselves for a minute or two?
C
Could we lose ourselves in a moment?
Cadd9 (hold)
If I lost myself, could you lose you?

Verse 2:
(Guitar 1 continue intro pluck)
(Guitar 2 does nothing)
Their hands are idle at the time
Could we push them
Force them to move
Eyes are locked on anyone willing to do this
If you took a step 



You could do this, too

[CHORUS 1]

Interlude: 

Guitar 1:
Pattern 1: Gaug D (6x) G D (6x) G D (6x) G D (3x) Gaug D (3x)
Pattern 2: D Dsus7 (6x) Gaug Dsus7 (6x) Gaug Dsus7 (6x) Gaug Dsus7 (3x) D Dsus7
(3x)
Pattern 3: Em Am (6x) C Am (6x) C Am (6x) C Am (3x) Em Am (3x)

Guitar 2:
G (during the whole first pattern of Guitar 1)
Gaug (during the whole second pattern of Guitar 1)
C (during the whole third pattern of Guitar 1)

Bridge:
(Continue Interlude pattern with both guitars here)
Fingers locked at their sides
Let them shred a riff
Let them loose
Voices locked up inside
Let them scream something
Give  em something to do
Their hands are idle at the time
So we ll push them
Let s force them to move
Eyes are locked on anyone willing to do this
Take you first step
You d do this, too

Chorus 2: 
(Guitar 1 continue Interlude pattern)
(Guitar 2 go back to strumming pattern of Chorus 1)

Lose yourself in a song
Lose yourself for a minute or two
Lose yourself in a moment
If I lost myself, would you lose you?

Chorus 3:
(Guitar 1 go back to Intro pattern)
(Guitar 2 use Chorus 1 pattern)

I lost myself in a song
I lost myself for a minute or two
I lost myself in a moment
I lost myself, now you lose you

Both Guitar 1&2: 
G Gaug C (hold)


